
 

Engel Slide - NEW

A 

strong low profile steel slide that extends out 80% 
allowing access to your Engel freezer in confined 
spaces.  Turn buckles and tabs (included) attach your 
freezer securely to the slide.  Sealed roller bearings 
prevent jamming due to sand or dirt.  Safety latch - 
locks tray for safe storage.  Tough enough for off-road 
vehicles.  Slide can also be used for generators.

Available for MT35, MT45, and MT60.  We offer 2 slide 
options for MT60 - length ways or side ways pull out.   

 

Made in South Africa

Digital Thermometer

Measures 
both 

ambient and fridge-freezer temperatures in 
either Celsius or Fahrenheit.
Records and stores both minimum and 
maximum temperatures.
Accuracy to 1.8ºF (1ºC).
Temp range: Ambient 23ºF ~ 158ºF(-5ºC ~ 
+70ºC)
                   Freezer -13ºF ~ 70ºF(-25ºC ~ 
+21ºC)
Battery 1.5V AAA (supplied)
Probe wire length: ± 18' (5 meters)
Optional hook & loop attachment (included)
Click on image to see enlarged picture.

Made in China

    

Transit Bags

These new bags are extremely popular internationally. 
  They not only protect your Engel freezer with a 
cushion layer, but they also offer added insulation for 
extreme conditions.  

Transit Slide-Loks

These are highly recommended from a safety 
point of view.  They help prevent your Engel 
freezer from shifting about in a vehicle or 
boat.   

Simply slide your Engel into position and it 
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The outer layer is made of 
a high quality gray canvas 
with an accessory pocket 
and ventilation holes.

The bag covers the entire 
unit.  Access to your 
freezer is easy - simply 
unzip the bag on top. The 
bags work with the 
corresponding Transit 
Slide-Loks.

In addition, the bags have a reflective 
layer on the inner side, offering top heat 
protection from direct sunlight, and long 
wave radiation.  

 

The Transit Bags are available for the following Engel 
models:

MT17 / MT27 / MT35 / MT45 / MT60 / MT60 Combi / 
MT80

Our Transit Bags will also fit the following brands  2002 
through 2006 models:
Norcold - (MRFT-415, MRFT-40, MRFT-460)
ARB - (MT30E-AL, MT35F-AL, MT40E-AL, MT45F-AL, 
MT60E-AL, MT60F-AL)

Made in Australia

locks down automatically.  To remove just 
push the clip to release.  Its that easy!  
The slide-loks work with the corresponding 
Transit Bags.

  

Transit Slide-Loks are available for the 
following Engel models:

MT17 / MT27 / MT35 / MT45

Engel Transit Slide-Loks will also fit the 
following brands 2002-4 models:
Norcold - (MRFT-415, MRFT-40)
ARB - (MT30E-AL, MT35F-AL, MT40E-AL, 
MT45F-AL)
 

Made in Australia

Hinge Lock- NEW

Engel have now developed a unique hinge locking 
mechanism, which helps prevent the Engel lid from 
sliding sideways when opening.  Fits models MT35 and 
MT45.

 

Made in Australia
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